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NSU was one of 22 universities nationwide to receive the
first Title V grant for graduate
education from the U.S. Department of Education. The $2.7
million award was given to the

Fischler School of Education and
Human Services for serving Hispanic and low-income communities in the state of Florida.
"The Fischler School's Title
V grant award will strengthen
the NSU mission and will
provide increased professional
opportunities and program com-
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Sergio Parra poses for a picture m Washington, D.C. where he received
his scholarship.

"I was the only doctorate
student, so [they] called special
attention to me and how I got
there," said Parra.
A native of Colombia, Parra

ANNARELY RODRIGUEZ

is not new to higher education.
He has a master's degree, has
taught at Boston CoUege and
every day he encourages his
students and their parents to

Student Wins Scholarship
Meets President Obatna
and Latino Leaders
Sergio Parra is a Spanish
teacher at Frank N. Osborne Middle School in Hoschton, GA. He
is also an NSU doctoral student in
the Graduate School of Computer
and Information Sciences. However, Parra does not have to
rely on his teacher's salary to
pay for his Ph.D. anymore because he received a scholarship
from Microsoft through the
Congressional Hispanic Caucus
Institute.
CHCI's mission is to "develop the next generation of Latino
leaders," and it has done so by
awarding scholarships to Latino
students at every level of higher
education who have been engaged
in public services and who show
an interest in continuing to serve
the community.
This year, three scholarships
were given: two to undergraduate
students and one to a graduate
student, Parra.

Courtesy of www.photobuckeLcom

Marguerite Bryan, Ph.D.,
associate professor in the Criminal Justice Institute, explores
whether or not religion has any
influence in the recidivism rate
once inmates are released, in
her research paper, "Religious
Participation Among Inmates."
Although she has not yet
finished her research, she has
noticed patterns in the findings
of other researchers who have
also explored the subject. She
has noticed that inmates who
embrace religion relapse less
than those who do not embrace it.
Bryan has been working for the
past six months to find out what
makes those inmates who choose
religion different from those who
do not.
"[I] look at the characteristics of the individuals who tum
to religion as an activity and as
a source of assistance while in
correctional facilities : their age,
type of crime committed, among
other characteristics," she said.
While she recognizes that
religion is notthe only determining
factor in decreasing recidivism,
or relapse, for released convicts,
she focuses on this aspect as a
possible preventive measure.
"I'm interested in [the
correctional] area in general and
exploring what works," said
Bryan. "We found that incarceration and staying in prison by
itself is not working. Building
more prisons is not going to

SEE TITLE V 2

Women's Soccer
Secures SSC Tournament Spot Despite
Tough Week
Page 7
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pletion for traditionally underserved students," said H. Wells
Singleton, education provost and
university dean, in a press release.
The money will go towards
creating a new Doctoral Fellows
Program, expanding existing programs, creating a new Office
of Graduate .Student Success
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work. What else can be done?
We are now turning toward
preventive measures such as
social counseling, psychological

counseling, education, religion,
and job training and placement."
Professor Bryan has been.invited
and will present her paper to the

Academy of Criminal Justice
Sciences, during their annual
meeting on Feb. 23-27, 2010 in
San Diego, Calif.

every Latino senator and congressman about our dreams,
which are not necessarily owning
a house, but also serving the
community," he said.
For Parra-who is only in
his first semester at NSU- the
future holds many tests and turns,
but for now, he is happy where
he is.

"Right now, I lo'le what
I'm doing. Probably in the future,
I will teach at the college level
again, but right now, I have a
passion for what I am doing,"
he said.
For more information about
CHCI and its scholarspjps, log on
to www.chci.org.
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consider higher education.
As part of the award ceremony, Parra was invited to
Washington D.C., where he met
President Barack Obama. Latino
leaders: stars such as Jennifer
Lopez and her husband Marc
Anthony and Arne Duncan, secretary of education.
"I got a chance to talk to
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and increasing mentor training,
among other goals. The college
also hopes to enhance academic
opportunities and create programs
that facilitate retention.
According to the magazine
Diverse: Issues in Higher Edu-

cation, NSU awarded the greatest
number of doctorate degrees in
the field of education to Hispanic
and African American students
in 2009.
NSU's undergraduate program previously received two

Title V grants and this new
award raises the total funding to
approximately $8.3 million.
For more information about
Title V, visitwww.ed.gov/prograrns/
idueshsi/index.html.
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D elta Epsilon Iota Boasts
174 New Members
CHELSEA SEIGNIOUS
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The Delta Epsilon Iota
Academic Honor Society held its
induction ceremony on Oct. 26 in
the Don Taft University Center.
Though 174 students were inducted into the society this year,
only 70 to 75 were present at
the pinning ceremony. Inductees
received certificates of membership, pins, and lifetime national
membership in the society. Attendees enjoyed a brief but insightful keynote speech from
the Dean of Student Affairs, Dr.
Brad Williams.
Williams discussed an article written in The Miami Herald,
entitled "Graduates Put Careers
on Hold." While college degrees
set students on the right track
towards success, they are not an
automatic ticket. "A degree puts
you in the game," said Williams.
There are many players who
are in the game, so you have to
identifY an area or areas where
you can give yourself an edge, an
opportunity to stand out from the
crowd. "Your association with
Delta Epsilon Iota is one way of
doing this."
Kathy Licen, the President
of NSU's Theta Delta Chapter,

Photo by. C. Seignious

DEI Chapter President, Kathy Licen, pins an inductee.

said, "Going to leadership conferences and inter-organization
council meetings has taught me to
use resources to better myself and
the club." Kathy is a junior Business Administration major here
atNSU.
"I want to learn more about
career development because I
want to be an active member. It
will help me apply for grad school
to become a physical therapist,"
claimed Cynthia Guerrier, junior
Biology major.
DEI promotes career planning and lifetime career development among its members. Students are mvited to join at the start
of each academic year if they have

a minimum GPA of 3.30/4.00,
active attendance at an accredited
college or university, and at least
30 semester hours. Members
have the opportunity to gain
knowledge about professional
opportunities and career planning,
along with leadership experience
in the community. DEI connects
students to employers and offers
scholarships and awards for
active members.
For more information on
Delta Epsilon Iota, contact
Carleen Pallante, the chapter
advisor for the Theta Delta
Chapter at (954) 262-7201 or
pallante@nova.edu.

On Oct. 27 , during the
Lucky 13 Workshop session
called "Show Me the Money:
Keys to Financial Success," April
Halaychick, assistant director of
loan operation and management
at the Office of Enrollment
and Student Services, talked to
students about how to handle
their finances.
Halaychick began by encouraging students to set financial
goals now so they can live their
ideal lifestyles after college. The
three keys to reaching financial
goals are limiting educational
debt, limiting monthly spending,
and increasing monthly income.
She briefly explained that
dependent students can borrow
up to $31,000 in student loans
which they must start paying
back six months after graduating.
Additionally, experts say that no
more than 10 percent of a yearly
income should be used to pay
student loans.
Halaychick then talked
about credit cards which she described as "high-interest loans in
disguise" that should only be used
"if you can pay the balance off

before the end of the [payment]
cycle." She educated students on
different credit card fees which
include finance charges on the
unpaid portion of a bill and annual
membership fees . To avoid high
charges that take years to payoff,
read the fine print in credit card
applications, use credit cards only
for emergencies, double monthly
payments, and pay bills on time.
Finally, Halaychick encouraged students to strive to increase
their income and prepare a budget
by identifYing their needs and
wants. She concluded by saying,
"Whether you reach the financial
goals you set is up to you."
After listening to the workshop, freshman marketing major
Bernhadine Barthelmy said, "I
will budget my monthly payments
and take out unnecessary payments that I have. I will not get a
credit card."
The Office of Student Financial Assistance, located in the
Horvitz Administration Building,
can be reached at (954) 262-3380
or www.nova.edu/financialaid.
For more information about
the Lucky 13 Workshops, contact
Dr. Dalis Dominguez at dalis@
nova.edu or (954) 262-8485.

Events Calendar
Nov. 3 - 9
Tuesday, Nov. 3

Wednesday, Nov. 4

Thursday, Nov. 5

Lucky 13: Master ing your
Study Skills: The Adult
Student's Guide to Success

Get FREE Sound Financial
Advice from NSU Experts
on "Surviving the Holidays
with Healthy Finances" MiniWorkshops

6p.m-7p.m

Learn about the effects of alcohol
and the various ways in which
it may impact you, influence
your decision-making skills,
and abstract-thinking ability.
This event will take place in the
Rosenthal Student Center, Room
200. For more information,
please contact Katie Gittleman at (954) 262-8558 or at
katielg@nova.edu.
Mastering your Study Skills:
The Adult Students Guide to
Success
6p.m-7p.m

This workshop provides the adult
student with a brief overview of
positive thinking, learning styles,
and note taking techniques to
improve success. Such methods
include the SQ3R method of reading textbooks. A question and answer session will be offered at the
end of the workshop. This event
is open to evening and online students. Internet and phone connection is required for participation. Please contact Katie Gittleman
at (954) 262-8558 or at katielg@
nova.edu for more information.

Saturday, Nov. 7

11 a.m-lp.m

NSU's Got Talent
America's Idol? How the Contestant Most Voted For Doesn 't
Always Win
12p.m-lp.m

Lecture by Jason Gershman,
Ph.D., assistant professor and
coordinator of mathematics in
the Farquhar College of Arts
and Sciences Division of Math,
Science and Technology. This
event will take place in the
Mailman-Hollywood Building,
Room 310

7p.m

Watch fellow NSU students
showcase their talent! This
event will take place in the ASA
Patio, Athletics and Student
Affairs Building. For more information, please contact the
Office of Student Activities at
(954) 262-7288 or stop by the
Student Activities Office. The
finalists will perform on Friday,
November 6.
GKRally
12p.m-2p.m

Workshop Wednesdays: First
Steps to Job Searching
12p.m-lp.m

Workshops are held on the 4th
floor of the Alvin Sherman
Library. For information visit
www.nova.edu/career.

Mr. Tony Meloto, Founder and

Father of Gawad Kalinga (GK)
will be in attendance. This event
will take place in Room 200 in
the Rosenthal Student Center
Filipino cuisine will be served
for lunch as the event also coincides with the Filipino Cultural
Day (a program sponsored by
the Nova International Students
Association).

Reduce monetary stress during
this year 's holiday season by
joining finance professor Albert
Williams, Ph.D., and taxation
professor Michael Hoffman,
D.B.A. No prior knowledge is
necessary to get the most out
of these informative afternoons.
Williams and Hoffman will
share their money expertise in a
down-to-earth style to help you
manage your cash wisely for
the upcoming holidays and for
life beyond the festive season.
This event will take place in
the Alvin Sherman Library on
NSU's main campus. The miniworkshop is FREE and open to
the public, but space is limited
so sign up early by visiting www.
nova.edullibrary/main or calling
(954) 262-5477.

Monday, Nov. 9

Memory and Imagination
- Writing Reclaiming Par is
2p.m-4p.m

Pulitzer Prize winning news
reporter, Fabiola Santiago, will
discuss her debut novel, Reclaiming Paris. This event will take
place at NSU's Alvin Sherman
Library. All programs are free
and open to the public. For more
information visit www.cvultures.
com or call (954) 262-5477 ..

Monday, Nov. 9

NSU CommunityFest Informational Meeting
4p.m-Sp.m

All meetings will take place in
the Spiritual Life Lounge located
ill
the Rosenthal Building.
For more information, please
contact Michelle Manley at
mmichell@nova.edu.
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MAKING YOUR MONEY WORK FOR You
SUETENPOW

not easy: from tuition to the cost
of books and, not to mention, if
rent-free housing is not available,
finding and paying for a place to

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In today's declining economy, being a college student is

live. From utilities, to food, to
even toilet paper, it seems like
we must spend money in order to
survive .. Albeit, there is financial

aid from the university or grants
and loans from the government,
but most times, it just is not
enough. Here are three. helpful

Create a budget

Get out of debt

. . It is repeatedly said that a ·budget
is the best way to go, but no one ever
explains why. A budget is an easy way
to make your money do what you want
it to. It allows you to see where your
money goes, and it helps you make good
decisions about the best ways to spend
and save it. A budget is not hard to make;
it just takes some time and planning
and you are on your way. If you have
trouble getting started, NSU's Office of
Financial Assistance is able to help out
and get your budget underway.

.If you add up all the money you
spend on interest, there is probably
enough to take yourself on a small
vacation. Student loans and credit cards
alone are enough to make anyone's head
spin, much less additional payments
needed to be made. Instead of paying
the minimum balance, which most of
the time will be the interest accrued, try
working towards paying .off the debt all
together. Maybe spending less money in
one area of your life will make another a
lot less stressful.

you are in college, but also will
teach you the basics for achieving
financial security in the future.

Implementing this simple
plan will not only help you work
through financial issues while

SuJg~t

Save

In this economic time of cri"
sis, learning about managing your
money is an essential life skill.

budgeting. It does not matter rarely ever happens."
So this month, try buying
if you are living paycheck to
CURRENT AFFAIRS EDITOR
paycheck or earning six figures groceries instead of eating out,
Have you found yourself a year; you need to know where take turns carpooling with
in piles of debt and do not really your money is going if you want your friends, do not ignore
know how it even got so bad? to have a handle on your finances. coupons, rent a movie
Unfortunately, that is a serious Contrary to what you may believe, at the Alvin Sherman
problem most college students budgeting is not all about cutting Library for free
out the fun in your life. It is really or at Publix
have to deal with.
about
understanding how much for a dollar
"The average undergraduate
has $2,200 in credit card debt," money you have, where it goes, instead of goaccording to Nellie Mae, the and then planning how to best ing to the
movie theater
nation's largest supplier of stu- spend that money.
Fortunately, creating a bud- for $10 and atdent loans, "That figure jumps to
get is not very hard. At the end tend school
$5,800 for graduate students."
of
every month, simply calculate
Although some of us are
lucky enough to have financial all the money you will be making
support from our families, next month, and estimate if you
scholarships, financial aid or are not sure. After adding up all
savings, we still find ourselves the money you' 11 be getting from ~~!'!i
charging everything on our your parents, financial aid, books
cards from gas to pizza and sold on eBay and so on, the total
concert tickets to clothes. We will be the amount that you will
tend to look no further than the be allowed to spend next month.
Creating a budget and
present and convince ourselves
that we will payoff our debts following one are two different
when we graduate and make the things. You really have to watch
how you spend and recalculate
"big bucks."
The longer you wait, the your total every time you
harder it is going to be to payoff purchase something to prevent
those 'cards, as interest increases. overspending. According to the time,
Visa, MasterCard and American '. American Consumer News' Web and enterExpress all have sites dedicated site, "Ifyou happen to accidentally tainment
to college students packed with spend more in a category than you are free.
For further assistance, do not
intended to, which will happen,
financial tips and information.
hesitate
to utilize NSU'sfinancial
you
just
have
to
go
back
and
"People are not born with an
make
adjustments
in
your
budget.
services
and contact the Office of
innate ability to manage money,"
Decrease
the
amount
in
another
Student
Financial Assistance at
David Sandor, a vice president at
category
to
make
up
for
the
(954)
262-3380
or visit them in
Visa USA says. "It's a skill that
excess
spending
in
the
category
the
Horvitz
Administration
has to be learned."
In order to get your finances you overspent on. It happens, over . Building on the first floor.
happen_ .less,
l!l1ttl.i! , ,~ •
. .it) .qrg~r, it .all . 9Ql1leS down to time it,~ .will
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, It is so easy to allow money to bum

a hole in your pocket, so do not let it.,
Instead of putting all your money into a
credit or debit account where it is easily
accessible, put it into a savings account
where you cannot touch it for spur of
the moment spending. Also, another incentive to having a savings account is
that the more money you put into it, the
more interest you can accumulate; it is
basically like getting paid forsavmg.

For more. information on . please contact the ' Office of
budgeting and debt management Student Financial Assistance at
or for any financial questions, '. (954) 262-3380.

Your WfA;tOut

AMANDA CAZACU

· /~~. ' 4 .

tips encourage you stop stressing
about financial .issues, and to
make your money work for you.
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WOlDen's Volleyball Loses Tough
Encounter to #8 Ranked Talllpa
CRAIG HEENIGHAN

www.nsucurrent.com

Men's Soccer
Clinches Playoff
Spot as Sixth Seed

SPORTS EDITOR

The NSU women's volleyball team lost to #8 nationally
ranked Tampa University in
straight sets on Oct. 24. The
Sharks were on the wrong end of
three closely contested sets as they
fall to an overall season record of
14-9 and 5-5 in conference play.
In the last of an enduring
seven-game road stretch, the Sharks
ran out of steam on the back of
two consecutive victori~s.
The Sharks were up against
it from outset in the early exchanges and found themselves
behind 9-2. NSU battled back
into the set to get themselves back
into contention at 21-18, but the
Tampa Spartans were able to hold
on and close out a hotly contested
25-22 opening set victory. Junior
Lucia Cizmarova led the way
for the Sharks offensively as she
amassed four kills.
The second set mirrored the
first as Tampa stormed out to an
early lead at 14-7. The Sharks
were forced to dig deep again and
they clawed their way back into
the encounter trailing by just three
at 22-19. The Spartans responded
in a strong manner as they held
off the resilient Shark resurgence
to clinch the second set 25-21.
Freshman Carly Perschnick led
the way for the Sharks with four
kills in the second set.
The third set was a much
closer encounter as the difference
between the two teams was never
more than two points heading
into the final points of the set. At
21-19 the set was evenly poised
and the Sharks looked to put a
run together to clinch the vital
few points. However, similarly to
the opening two sets the Spartans
pulled away from the Sharks at
the right time as they stretched
the lead to claim the set 25-20.
Cizmarova led the Sharks
with eleven kills followed by
Pershnick with eight and senior
Jenerra McGruder with six.
Senior Valia Petrova amassed
figures of 34 assists, four kills,
eight digs and a block. Freshman
Paige Boivin amassed four digs.
The Sharks bounced back in
style as they returned to the Don
Taft University Center on Oct.
27, dispatching of local rivals

Aly Hassan comes close to scoring the winner against the Bobcats.

CRAIG HEENIGHAN
SPORTS EDITOR

Courtesy of Sports Information

Jenerra McGruder executes with one of her kills.

Barry University in straight sets.
Looking to eradicate the
disappointment of losing to
Tampa, The Sharks came out at
full throttle as the Barry Buccaneers had no answer to the
NSU onslaught.
The first set was largely
dominated by the Sharks as
they cruised to a 25-21 victory.
Sophomore Anabely Escarpita
led the way in the opening
set amassing six kills closely
followed by Perschnick who
tallied five. Pertova contributed
with 18 assists in the set.
NSU continued their dominance as they exploded out of
the traps in the second set as they
blew away the Buccaneers 25-15.
Perschnick was again amongst
the offensive leaders with four
kills, assisted by junior Kathleen
Yony who amassed six digs for
the set.
The Sharks were ruthless
in closing out the match as the

Buccaneers struggled to get a
foothold in the match. NSU
closed out the final set 25 -17 en
route to a crucial SSC victory.
Junior Taylor Pohlman led the
way for the Sharks in the final
set with nine kills followed by
McGruder with six andPerschnick
with four.
For the match Perschnick
registered a tie for team high
with 3 kills complemented by
Pohlman who also amassed 13
kills. McGruder contributed greatly with 11 kills in the match .
with Escarpita registering eight. .
Petrova amassed an impressive "
45 assists in the match with Yony :
totaling 20 digs.
The Sharks progress to an
overall season record of 15-9
with an in conference record of
6-5. NSU will return to action on
Nov. 6, as they take on Florida
Tech at the Don Taft University Center.

Are you a communication studies
major? Are you considering a career in
journalism? Then come gain some
hands-on experience at The Current!
If you would hke to write for The Current,
please contact us at nsunews@nova.edu
to set up an appointment.

The NSU men's soccer
team recorded a vital victory over
rivals St Leo by a score of 3-2 on
Oct. 24, to clinch a spot in the
conference playoffs and in doing
so knocking out the Lions.
In a must-win elimination
game the Sharks were determined
to avenge the defeat they received
at the hands of St Leo at a similar
stage last season.
NSU began the game brightly
as they pressed St Leo high up
the field and forced the Lions into
numerous turnovers. The Sharks
possessed the ball with confidence
in the opening exchanges as St
Leo looked to have no answer for
the Sharks offense.
The deadlock was broken
in the 19th minute when senior
Romain Onteniente scored from
the edge of the penalty with a
curling shot with the assist credited to junior Craig Heenighan.
The Sharks continued to
press St Leo and in the process
had numerous goal scoring opportunities that they failed to
convert. The first half played out
a fast tempo as NSU went into
th~ break leading 1-0.
" :; .. .it'~Wasn't long before. the
Sharh:'iricrf~sed their lead. Less '
than ~ fuinu'te into the second
period junior Aly Hassan dribbled
to the ball forward and set up
Heenighan who blasted the ball
home from 12 yards to double the
Sharks lead.
After scoring the second,
NSU took their foot off the pedal
and allowed St Leo back into the
game. The Lions' pressure paid
off when they scored after a good
strike from the edge of the area to
make the game 2-1. St Leo soon
found themselves tied for the
lead when they were awarded a
penalty kick after poor defending
by the Sharks. The Lions blasted
home the penalty to tie the game
up at2~2 . .
The game remained at that
score for some time as both teams
looked for the elusive winning
gpal. The Sharks managed to
clinch the all important third goal
when Heenighan picked the ball
up 20 yards from goal and f4ed
in a drive off the back post to give
the Sharks the lead.
NSU held on for what was
a crucial victory as they secured
a conference playoff spot and

will enter the tournament as the
sixth seed.
The win moves the Sharks
to an overall season record of
8-9 and they finished the SSC
schedule 3-5.
The Sharks finished their
regular season schedule with a
home tie to local rivals the St
Thomas Bobcats on Oct, 28.
The teams could not be
separated even after double overtime and 110 minutes of play
as the two teams played out a
competitive 1-1 tie.
The game began at a frantic
pace as the Sharks looked to take
the game to the Bobcats with
a high intensity offensive display. The deadlock was broken
after just five minutes of play .· . r
after good work from sophomore
Shane Coore released Ontentiente
who blasted the ball home
from an acute angle inside the
penalty area.
The Bobcats replied immediately just 20 seconds later in
what was the shortest lead of the
season as senior Nate Dunbar
inadvertently put through his
own goal.
The game ebbed and flowed
from one end to the other for
much of the first half as the two
teams remained all square at 1-1
going into"tne half.
The second half mirrored
the first as both teams pushed
for the elusive second goal that
could eventually win the match.
The best chance of the night
fell to juniors Darryl Gordon
and Hassan as they both hit the
frame of the goal shortly after
one another.
Clear cut chances were few
and far between as the game
finished with the sides locked
at 1-1.
Hassan had the best chance
. in over time as his 25 yard rocket
beat the goalkeeper only for the
ball to rebound off the crossbar.
The game ultimately finished 1-1 and it was a fair reflection
of the game overall as both sides
cancelled each other out.
The Sharks finished the
regular season with an overall
season record of 8-9-1 and they
head into the conference tournament on Nov, 3.The Sharks
enter the quarter final stage as
the sixth seed and will be on
the road against either Barry or
Lynn University.
....
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Men's and Women's Cross
Country Perform Admirably
at SSC Championships
CRAIG HEENIGHAN
SPORTS EDITOR

CRAIG HEENIGHAN
SPORTS EDITOR

The NSU women's soccer
team dropped a hard fought
encounter to SSC rivals St
Leo Lions by a score of 3-1 on
Oct. 24.
It was a largely inexperienced
Sharks team that was on the field
due to a number of injuries to key
personnel which forced Coach
Mike Goodrich to change a
number of positions.
Despite having to re-arrange
the team the Sharks played to their
strengths as they looked to secure
the victory which would decide
the seedings for the conference
playoffs.
The first half was largely
uneventful in terms of goal scoring opportunities as neither side
could break down the others
defense. The game would head
into the break goalless at 0-0.
The beginning of the second
half echoed the action of the first
as both teams possessed the ball
and competed admirably but
without looking threatening in
front of the goal. However, in the
60th minute the game sparked
in-to life when St Leo where
awarded a penalty kick after
being fouled inthe box. St Leo
slotted the penalty kick to take
the lead 1-0.
Ten minutes later the match
went from bad to worse as the
Sharks found themselves two
behind as the Lions converted on
a one on one attack. In true Sharks
style, NSU responded quickly
when just five minutes later junior
Alexis Hernandez was played
through on goal by freshman

Courtesy of www.accesshollywood.com

Kesiah Wattley in action for the Sharks.

Aubrey Fondy. Hernandez kept
her cool and blasted the ball past
the 'keeper to give the Sharks a
lifeline at 2-1.
The Sharks' renewed hope
would be short lived, however as
they were hit on the counter attack
as the Lions clinched a third goal
and ultimately the match, 3-1.
With the loss the Sharks will
be a fifth seed heading into the
conference playoffs and will face
a road trip in the quarter finals.
The Sharks finish their regular
season on Oct, 27 as they travel
to Northwood.
NSU women's soccer team
have an overall season record of
6-6 and an in conference record
of 3-4-1.
The Sharks lost their 'final
regular season game on Oct. 27,
on the road to NAIA #11 nationally ranked N orthwood University
by a score of2-0.
As a repercussion because
of the injuries sustained against
St Leo, it was an inexperienced
Sharks side that took the field
as they missed key personnel in
key positions.
The first half was a largely

uneventful affair as Northwood
enjoyed much of the possession
but didn't cause NSU any real
problems offensively. The Sharks
remained solid as the game played
went into the break at 0-0.
The second period was much
of the same as Northwood kept
NSU in their own half but failed
to threaten with any real scoring
opportunities. It took until the
77th minute for the deadlock to
be broken and finally the Sharks
defense crumbled as Northwood
took the lead. After a good cross
in the penalty area Northwood
firmly headed the ball home just
under he crossbar.
As the game looked to
be playing out to a 1-0 finish,
Northwood struck again in the
89th minute as they scored off
a 35 yard rocket which nestled
in the top comer and clinch the
victory for Northwood 2-0.
The Sharks were outshot
for the game 6-21 as they finish
the regular season 6-7-1. NSU
will now travel to St Leo in the
first round of the Sunshine State
Conference on Nov, 3.

The men's and women's
cross country teams clinched
impressive finishes at the Sunshine State Conference Championships, finishing second and
fourth respectively on Oct, 24.
For the men, the result was
the highest placed finish in NSU
program history as they were
beaten by only Florida Southern,
who won there thirteenth straight
Championship.
In the men's race NSU placed
an impressive five runners in the
overall top fifteen. Senior Matt
Meagher led the Sharks as he ran a
career best time en route to a sixth
placed finish. The following three
Sharks were separated by only
nine seconds as freshman Kevin
Meagher ran a career best time to
finish ninth, closely followed by
junior Agustin Rey who finished
tenth and in eleventh was John
Besharat who ran a season best
time. Completing the Sharks'
top five runners was freshman
Brendan Chwalek who covered
the 8K course in a personal record
time to finish 14th.
In the second pack of NSU
runners was sophomore Jonathan
Junkins who clinched 18th,
closely followed by junior Joe
Pefia who ran a career best for
a 19th placed finish. Freshmen
Mike Greiner and Michael
Whitehead both ran personal bests
en route to 27th and 29th placed
finishes respectively. Sophomore
Chris Jacobs finished 31 st with
freshman Robert Rowe crossing
the line in 37th. Freshman Nico
Crecco shaved over 30 seconds
off his career best as he clinched
51 st place with fellow freshman
Ivan Almanza taking over a
minute off his career best to finish
59th. Rounding out the Sharks
line up was freshman Kevin
Yarbrough who managed to take

...

Krystal Porter paced the women's cross
country team in the SSC Championships.

an impressive two minutes off his
previous career best en route to a
60th placed finish.
The men's team finished with
a total of 50 points with eventual
winners Florida Southern amassing 26 points.
In the women's race, the
Sharks were led once again by
senior Krystal Porter who crossed
the line in lIth place. Following
Porter was fellow senior Tara
Haddock, who ran a career best
time as she finished in 14th
place. Freshmen Juliana Tabares
and Kristina Williams finished
the race in 16th and 28th place
respectively. Senior Alice Henley
shaved just under a minute off
her previous career best, which
she set at the same race two
years ago, to finish in 40th place.
Rounding out the line up for the
women was StacyAnn Daley who
crossed the line in 51 st place.
The women's team accumulated a total of 91 points to
claim fourth place with eventual
winners Tampa winning the
Championship with 21 points.
Both the men and women
will be looking to build on their
impressive displays as they
compete in the 2009, NCAA
South Region Championships on
Nov, 7.

....
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YES! NSU HAS ITS OWN RADIO STATION!!!
DID YOU KNOW THAT IT BROADCASTS LIVE FROM 7PM - lAM EVERY
NIGHT?!
TUNE IN TONIGHT ON 88.5 FM OR LISTEN ONLINE AT
WWW.LIVE365/STATIONS/WNSU!!
RADIO X ALSO DJs EVENTS AND PARTIES ON CAMPUS AND OFF CAMPUS!
FOR MORE INFORMATION, STUDENT DJs, TICKETS,
GIVEAWAYS AND GREAT MUSIC CALL OR EMAIL!!!
RADIO X ALSO OFFERS ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES IN THE FORM OF
UNDERWRITING TO LOCAL BUSINESSES!!!
CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AT
WWW.NOVA.EDU/RADIOX!!!
REQUEST LINE: 954-262-8460
BUSINESS LINE: 954-262-8457
WWW.NOVA.EDU/RADIOX
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The FlarningLips'c,$ "Natura! H 'a ir is
"Embryonic"
:;"
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JUAN GALLO
' f -ARTS Be ENI:ERTAlNMENT EDITOR
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These words, "Natural h,air
is freedom," are spoken by actress
Tracie Thoms, who starred in the
2007 Quentin Tarantino directed
film "Death Proof." She is one
of the many celebrities who
appear in the new Chris Rock
documentary, "Good Hair." The
documentary focuses on black
women's hair and why it is so
important to them.
Now, you might think,
particularly if you are a guy,
"Why would I want to see a movie
about hair?" Most guys do not
care that much about hair. Most
guys do not understand why hair
is so important to women. For
Rock, it was a question posed by
one of his young daughters that
sparked his intrigue.
It is clear that hair is of
significant value to women, as
it is clear that there is a vast
difference between white women's hair and black women's
hair. Most black women in this
film relax their hair, a painful
and even dangerous procedure,
or they use expensive weaves, all
in the hopes and aspirations of
attaining locks that flow and are
shiny and bouncy.
Some women are opposed
to this idea, however, much like
Thoms quoted above. Some women have a belief that it is their
natural hair that is beautiful and
gives them independence and
confidence. While they admit
the pressure is there to conform,
these women stand strong to
their beliefs.
Rock really takes an investigative approach into the matter,
seeking out experts, scientists
and even flying out to India, the

' _"7
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The Flaming Lips' new album "Embryonic" is unique, to say the least.

JUAN GALLO
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

This month, The Flaming
Lips released their brand-new
studio album, "Embryonic."
The Flaming Lips are not as
mainstream as other bands and
have more of an underground
following. They are one of those
bands the "cool" kids listen to.
This reminds me of a t-shirt I've
seen that says, "I listen to bands
that don't even exist yet." The
Flaming Lips seems to be one of
those bands.
Although they had some
mainstream success with the
song "Do You Realize??" which
appeared everywhere in 2002,
including the Adam Sandler
movie "50 First Dates," The
Flaming Lips still remained
one of those "secret society"
bands that only a select group
of underground recluses knew
about, while the cookie-cutter
masses floated aimlessly over the
top of this "movement" against
the mainstream. Much like
Radiohead, Bjorn or Beck, these
bands make music that sounds
different and really only makes
sense to them and their die-hard
fans, which makes it harder to
start listening to their music.
The first track on "Embryonic" is "Convinced of the Hex."
What starts off as cling and clatter,
random electronic noises and
screams, evolves into a rhythm
that sounds like "Stomp" or just
a bunch of guys working in a
factory banging their hammers or
their wrenches against metal bars
and cylinders.
If you do not like this experimental, industrial sound, then
tune out now; the rest of the album
is much of the same, For music
enthusiasts, it is very intriguing as
this music, this band, challenges
your concept of what music is
. and how it connects to people.
Can you connect to this music
without being on some crazed~out
acid trip? I mean, while I respect
this music and this talented
group that is pushing boundaries
and making its own way, it is
not clear when a person should
listen to this album. It would not
i. ...- _
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fit ,while you are driving, while
you are trying to relax or while
you are at the office. It has to be
when you are seeking some sort
of enlightenment by ways that I
am not recommending or endorsing, but maybe, The Flaming
Lips are.
The Flaming Lips are famous
for the way they treat the studio
and the recording process as an
experiment or a playground, upon
which their imagination runs wild
and they Gan create anything they
want. Again, this has won them
many fans, and much success
with awards and accolades, but
this is not for everybody, It is
certainly not music you sing in
the shower.
Still, it is a strong album for
an unconventional band that
makes unconventional music. The
third track, "Evil," is mellow and
reflective as lead singer, Wayne
Coyne, sings heart-breakingly,
"I wish I could go back in time."
Still, you are left puzzled, asking
yourself questions like, "Is it
philosophical?" "Is it abstract?"
"Am I dumb?" and convincing
yourself that this may be over
your head.
The next track, "Aquarius
Sabotage," starts with the disorderly banging of drums and
ends with the beautiful sound of
strings and outer-space sound
effects. Imagine you are having
a crazy dream, in which you
are traveling to the moon, and
upon landing, you are faced with
lava-laden volcanoes, dinosaurs,
utter loneliness and the fight for
survival of your life. Perhaps, in
that scenario, this album would
make sense.
Maybe this all happens at one
of their live shows, which they
are so well-known for. In fact,
England's Q Magazine named
The Flaming Lips "One of the 50
Bands to See Before You Die."
So, readers beware: If you
are not looking to expand your
horizons and hop aboard The
Flaming Lips S.S. on a trip to a
lost land, maybe to never return,
do not hop aboard. The whole
album follows this format, and it
is not for everyone.
__
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Chris Rock gets to the "root" of the
problem in "Good Hair."

"Mecca" of human hair weaves.
He always adds a comedic tone to
everything, and it makes for great
laughs. However, the movie is
immensely engaging, as you are
sucked into the psyche beyond
the hair.
Women go to extreme
lengths for this vain indulgence,
paying upwards of $3,500 for
a weave or becoming addicted
to "relaxer," which includes
dangerous chemicals that can
cause bums and damage the
scalp and hair follicles. There are
issues of exploitation, as many
of the producers of "black" hair
products are white-owned or
Asian companies and are, in fact,
manufacturing a product that
only the African-Americans need
to purchase.
While exploring the intricacies of hair and conducting
many interviews with celebrities,
such as actresses Nia Long and
Meagan Good, model Melyssa
Ford, rapper Ice-T, Rev. Al
Sharpton and famous poet Maya
Angelou, the film also follows
a convention for hair products
by the Bronner Bros. in Atlanta,
Georgia. This convention happens
twice a year and culminates
with a competition that includes

dancers, models, orchestras, elaborate stages and, of course, the
top black hairstylists in the U.S.,
who compete for $20,000 and the
championship belt that crowns
them the "best of the best."
The filni is highly entertaining for its comedy and its
surprisingly interesting and appealing subject matter. Still, it
leaves a serious, sad and bitter
taste in your mouth when you are
walking out. It is disheartening
that black women must deal
with all of this pressure to look
a certain way and think that they
are more beautiful by having their
hair a certain way. For celebrities,
the price for a weave is nothing,
but for regular women, you
have to wonder what they are
sacrificing at the steps of this
hairy situation.
One particularly sad scene
is when Rock is interviewing five
high school girls. One of them is
pretty and sporting a natural afro.
Unfortunately, they all agree that
while she looks pretty, it might be
hard for her to get a job with that
look, as even they would pass on
hiring her because of the way her
hair looks.
So, even though I am not
black and my hair is not like a
black person's hair, I still enjoyed
this movie. In a way, by learning
about that aspect of culture and
about an issue that is so important
to a race, it allows me to better
understand people who are not
like me. That is why this movie
is great. You do not have to be
black to watch it. You do not
have to be black to empathize,
or sympathize, or even to find
your own flaws and your own
insecurities, by seeing them in
other people.

IIAmelia" Fails to Launch
ISIS DARIOS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Legendary female pilot,
Amelia Earhart, and her recordbreaking attempt to fly around the
world are portrayed in the biopic
"Amelia," directed by Mira Nair.
Hilary Swank plays Amelia and
is also executive producer of the
film. Along for the ride is Richard
Gere (as George Putnam) and
Ewan McGregor (as Gene
Vidal); both play love interests
of Amelia's.
The movie chronicles Earhart's aeronautical triumphs and
tribulations as she makes and
breaks world records as an
aviatrix. Everything from her
first flight as a passenger across
the Atlantic to. her final effort
to
.
pilot her plane around the world
is shown. In between the flying
. scenes are portrayals of Amelia's
accomplishments in the field of
aviation and her complicated
love life.
Flying around the world is
no longer considered and amazing task, which might be the
reason why Amelia's aspirations
seem trivial in this day and age.
-

~_

However, once you see the film
and realize that she flew in a
time before autopilot, the feat
becomes more interesting. Throw
in a tiny plane, a paper map, and
a compass as a guide and the
difficulty of her mission becomes
more apparent.
The film is visually appealing, since it depicts several aerial
shots of exotic locations around
the world. It was also nice to see
a free-spirited, female American
hero for a change.
Unfortunately, the film takes
a nosedive somewhere close to
the middle. The wardrobe seemed
inauthentic. Just as fraudulent
were the cheesy, cliche lines that
were dropped a few too many
times, such as, "Only 1 can make
fulfilling life for myself," ."1 want
to be free, a vagabond of the air"
and "No borders, only horizons
and freedom." These lines were
said so often, they sounded more
forced than inspired.
The movie is rated PG,
so any .scene that could have
been exciting was instead rather
tame. At the same time, some
of the themes like infidelity and
premarital sex are racier than
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Academy Award winner Hilary Swank
plays Amelia Earheart in the new
movie ')\melia."

usual for the typical PG flick.
The result is a movie that
is somewhere between a failure
to launch and a crash and bum.
The film is uneventful 'and lacks
the suspense and excitement for a
story that had so much potential.
It reminds me of a movie teachers
put on for students to watch on a
lazy Friday afternoon, :;tnd that is
probably going to be this film's
main audience.
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Throwback of the Week:
The Steve Miller Band
your foot is stomping, your head
is bouncing and your heart feels
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
happy. A little electric guitar,
"Some people call [him] a some piano, more powerful
space cowboy, some people call guitar with distortion and Miller's
[him] the gangster of love," but unmistakable, youthful voice
whatever you call him, Steve chimes in with the "who as" and
Miller made sure you knew "Come on and dance."
his name. I did not have the
This music is so much fun.
opportunity to call him anything. Miller urges you, "We've been
As often happens with great artists working so hard, come on and
before our time, they mostly go dance, let's make some romance!"
unnoticed until fate intervenes.
Where is the music like this
For me, fate showed up in the these days? Too much emotion,
shape of my best friend, who on a too much depression, too much
trip to one of our favorite record worry and too much concern have
stores said, "I'm going to buy taken over the songwriting of
you this; you're going to love it." most contemporary artists. This
I did not believe him and thought message is simple: live a little
to myself that this was a pure and have some fun. Delivered
by a tremendous · musician, this
waste of money. I was wrong.
It took a while, · but when message becomes contagious.
The next song, "Jungle
I actually gave it a chance, my
Love,"
begins with a space intro
socks were nowhere to be found;
reminiscent
of "2001: A Space
they had been rocked off. The
album was "The Steve Miller Odyssey," then a disgustingly
Band: Greatest Hits 1974-78." awesome guitar intro into the
The album covers a short period . full-on beat. Miller sings about
of time, just four years, but the "crates of papayas," "asking
music it contains is timeless.
questions from within" and, of
Begin with the first track, course, "Jungle love, it's driving
"Swingtown." What you do is me mad, it's making me crazy."
The great songs continue
you close your eyes imd let the
song unfold itself before you. with "Take the Money and Run,"
At first, you are teased by the "Serenade," "True Fine Love,"
. thumping and the "tss tss" that "Fly Like an Eagle" and, · of
is the snare and high-hat. For 12 course, one of the most wellseconds, aUyou get is drums, and known and most popular Miller
then the bass makes its presence songs, "The Joker," a song that
known, "pom-po-po-pom." You many people know every single
realize this is only the intro, but word to.
JUAN GALLO

While this is a great album,
like I said, it only covers four
years ;of this fantastic band's
music. It would be a worthwhile
investment to research further
and explore all of this band's
music. You will discover great
songs like "Abracadabra" and
one of my favorite Miller songs,
the country-esque, banjo-filled
"Dance, Dance, Dance."
I do not know if Miller has
any political affiliations. I do not
know what his religious beliefs
are or if he supports any causes.
All I know is that he is truly one
of the great songwriters, who,
through his music, declares his
mission statement ofliving freely,
loving and having a good time.
To this · day, Miller and his
band are still rocking and touring.
On Nov. 17th, they will be playing
in Hollywood at the Hard Rock
Hotel and Casino. If you can, go
and check them out. The show
will be filled with great music
and will certainly be a great time
for people looking to cut loose
amongst friends and fellow fans.
If you are into playing
electric guitar, let Miller mentor
you and show you a few things.
If you are into dancing, you
will be almost hypnotized onto
the dance floor. If you just .want
to have a good time, there is no
better soundtrack. This music is
for everyone.
I do not know if Miller has
any political affiliations. I do not
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The Steve Miller Band rocked in the 70's and they rock today.

know what his religious beliefs
.are or if he supports any causes.
All I know is that he is truly one
of the great songwriters, who,
through his music, declares his
mission statement ofliving freely,
loving and having a good time.
To this day, Miller and his
band are still rocking and touring.
OnNov. 17th, they will be playing
in Hollywood .at the Hard Rock
Hotel and Casino. If you can, go

and check them out. The show .
will be filled with great · music
and will certainly be a great time .
for people looking to cut loose
amongst friends and fellow fans .
Perhaps, you are satisfied
with music today. Perhaps, you
feel music today leaves you
wanting more. Either way, I recommend checking out The Steve .
Miller Band, and I almost guarantee that you will be satisfied.
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ttA Serious Man" Proposes Some
Serious Questions
i

STEFANI RUBINO
MANAGING/OPINIONS EDITOR

If you examine Joel and
Ethan Coen's film career, you will
notice there are no decades, no
places and no types of character
that the Coen brothers are too
afraid to take on. For the last 20
years, the Coen brothers have
fearlessly created the types of
films they want to make, without
worrying about what their harshest critics and eager fans think
about them. With this attitude,
they have managed to tell some of
the funniest, most interesting and
most creative stories of last 40
years, and with "A Serious Man,"
they show that even after all of
their success, they can connect
with viewers on the most basic of
human experiences.
In "A Serious Man," the
Coen brothers take us to a more
personal place: the 1960s, mostly
Jewish suburbia of Minneapolis,
Minn., where Larry Gopnik
(played by Michael Stuhlbarg)
is a physics professor at a local
university and is slowly losing
control of the events occurring in
his life. .,. ~ "

Besides his ongoing personal issues with God, his application for tenure at the university
is being scrutinized, his son is a
pothead, his brother (along with
his mental and physical issues)
has moved into his house, his wife
wants to divorce him for another
man (because of his brother) and
his daughter is stealing money
from him to save up for a nose
job. This is all happening in the
span of a couple of weeks and
when Larry finally reaches out
to "Hashem" (Hebrew word
meaning "the name"), nothing is
coming in, kind of like the fuzzy
signal he and his family keep
getting on their television set.
Though "A Serious Man"
is possibly one of the most
darkly hilarious installments into
the Coen brothers' repertoire,
it also one of the deepest and
most philosophical. As Larry's
life begins to fall apart, the
viewer is dragged into Larry's
train of thought. While Larry is
questioning his existence, his
meaning, why God "chose" the
Jews and the reason why his
world is crumbling in on him, the
viewer cannot help but wonder
the same thing. If there is a God,

what is his plan? Ifthere isa God,
why do terrible things happen to
incredibly virtuous people? And
why are the worst things for us,
both emotionally and spiritually,
always the most tempting?
In the Coen brothers ' filmmaking history, there have only
been two characters that the
audience can sympathize with as
they do with Larry: Nicholas
Cage's character in "Raising
Arizona" and Brad Pitt's character in "Bum After Reading."
However, with those two characters, you cannot help but sympathize because they are not the
most intelligent men in the film.
With Larry, it is a deeper kind of
sympathy, a kind of sympathy
that almost makes you afraid of
the implications of any decision
you make, because from the
beginning, it is made clear that
Larry is an extremely intellectual
and righteous man. If this is the
twisted, Coen way of presenting
the audience with a parable,
it certainly works on a variety
of levels.
Beyond that, the intense
performance by Stuhlbard makes
it nearly impossible for you to not
feel bad for the guy. Stuhlbarg's
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Larry Gopnik (Michael Stuhlbarg) contemplates on the meaning of his life.

Larry almost seems innocent,
like a man just trying to provide
for his family and live a good life,
which makes it so hard to watch
all of these terrible things that
happen over and over again. On
top of that, Richard Kind, who
plays Larry's brother Arthur, Sair
Lennick, who plays Larry's wife
Judith, Jessica McManus, who
plays Larry's daughter Sarah,
and Fred Melamed, who plays
Judith's love interest Sy Ableman,
all bring the kind of comedic and
dramatic performances to the
table that you would not expect
from a group of actors who are

virtually unknown. Each one of
them has a unique effect on Larry
that brings Stuhlbarg's translation
of him alive so cohesively.
The Coen brothers have
managed to bring together wonderfully written dialogue, amazing acting and impeccable direction to make "A Serious Man"
one of the greatest films they
have ever released, even scoring
just nine percent lower on Rotten
Tomatoes than their critically
acclaimed 2007 film "No Country
For Old Men." This is a must-see
film that you will want to watch
over and over again.
.. l
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To Vaccinate or Not to Vaccinate?
That Is the Question
STEFANI RUBINO
MANAGING/OPINIONS EDITOR

So" now that President
Obama has declared the swine
flu a national emergency and has
warned of a national pandemic,
it is time to panic, right? Wrong.
Everybody needs to calm down,
take a deep breath (if you are a
hypochondriac, do not breathe too
close to whomever you are sitting
near) and listen up: The swine
flu should only be on your mind
just about as much as the seasonal flu. For most of us, that is
almost never.
While the swine flu seems
to be more contagious and a little
more damaging to the immune
system than seasonal flu, there
is absolutely no reason to
paillc. Healthy college students,
which I assume the majority of
our readers are, should not be
panicking about swine flu or
clogging up vaccination lines; it
is bad enough clinics around the
country are already running out
of the vaccine.
Unless you have an underdeveloped immune system, are
too old to be that sick without
worrying about your life or
suffer from some kind of immunodeficiency disorder, there is
no imperative reason why you
should be vaccinated. Of course,
if it t.D.akes you fee! better, go
ahead and get the vaccination, but
remember this: Because getting a

courtesy of www.msnbc.msn.com

vaccination is sort of like getting it, you ' should consider waiting,
the disease injected straight into at least until the vaccine has been
your body, you still run the risk properly distributed to those who
of getting sick.
need it. Healthy people can fight
For those of you with off swine flu with their immune
the above-mentioned problems, system alone. Add the aid of
make sure you read the facts antibiotics or over-the-counter
about this vaccine, at the Center medicines, and the disease will
for Disease Control Web site, be out of your body quicker than
completely. In fact, read them a you think. So, think about it: Is it
couple times just to make sure really worth it, especially if you
you understand the risks and are perfectly healthy?
implications. There has been too
For the most part, though,
much debate over whether or not college students should just be
this vaccine is actually safe for aware of their surroundings,
our bodies to not understand what wash their hands, make sure they
it is and what it does. You should are prepared in the event that
go into it knowing everything, so they do get sick and eat properly.
seek everything out, whether that Nothing is more beneficial than
be through your doctor or through natural, preventative care. Most
_ importantly, quit panicking; you
the Internet.
In the event that you are are driving everyone around
perfectly healthy and considering you insane.
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'Editor's Note'
SERENA MANN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

So much has been said
over the last few weeks about the
Gallup survey: "Take the Gallup
survey," "NSU wants to know
your opinion," or "Be engaged."
This past week, I had the chance
to participate and submitted my
answers. But as I took the survey,
I shook my head and thought,
"Are these questions really relevant indicators for gauging how I
feel about NSU?"
Personally, I cannot judge
the level of how much I think
NSU engages me on a scale
of strongly agree to strongly
disagree. NSU's administration
has urged us to participate in
this survey, but the survey did
not engage me. Where was the
open text box where I could
write how I dislike how NSU is
a corporate school and lacks any
space to post up student flyers or
announcements?
Where could I tell the administration that if a shuttle takes
30 minutes to get me somewhere
on campus, I will just walk.

Where can I tell the administration that I think the Gallup survey
was a waste of money. Just walk
through the halls and find students and ask them what they
think. Engage students personally .because that's when they
will really take you seriously
and provide relevant feedback
The administration must take the
time to see 'what we, as students,
see on campus.
Voice your opinion. Submit your letter to the editor at
nsunews@nova.edu.
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Classifieds
Center for Haitian Studies seeks Mental Health & Human
Services Counselor for projects on health promotion &
disease prevention for the patients in Latin & Haitian
community. Reqd. Masters in psychology, education or
mental health & 2 yrs of clinical research in mental health!
behavioral science experience. Send resume: Dr. L. Pierre,
CHS,8260 NW 2nd Ave. Miami, FI. 33138.

On the Scene
ANNARELY RODRIGUEZ

Write a Letter to the Editor

NEWS EDITOR

What can organizations do to get more
people to attend their events?
"Get someone more known [referring to Tiest6] and promote their events.
I never see anybody promoting events."

Want to say something about what you have read?
Do you have an idea that you think would be
great in The Current?

Then send a Letter to the Editor
at nsunews@nova.edu.

Rishi Shah, senior biology major
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"Sometimes they make [the events] sound boring from the bat, so people
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' ''Offer free stuff. T-shirts and things like that. People like free stuff
and giveaways."
Kori Desiderio, junior psychology major

4120 SW 64th Avenue
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